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Draft SUMMARY  

 

WELCOME
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Chairman Rick Dimino, A Better City, opened the meeting and welcomed the Mayoral 

Advisory Task Force (MATF) and members of the public in attendance. He led a round 

of introductions and asked if the Task Force members had any edits to the summary 

from Meeting #9 (April 25). There were no edits to the minutes. There was a motion, 

which was seconded, for approval of the minutes. 

 

OPTIONS PRESENTED IN APRIL (slides 3-7) 

Joe Allwarden, AECOM, reviewed the design options that were presented in April 

(Restore, Contextual, Reinterpret, Basic) as well as the 56-foot wide bridge span. He 

reviewed the bridge costs that were presented in April for each bridge design, he noted 

the costs on slide 6 are the mid-range cost estimates for each concept. The costs do 

not include work on the pavilion and escalation and contingency costs are included.  

 

Mr. Allwarden noted that the “sunk” costs vary to some extent depending on the bridge 

design. These costs will be incurred for any of the options and would include removal 

of the existing bridge, reuse of the foundation, and construction of the bridge 

approaches.  

 

Mr. Allwarden presented opportunities and challenges for a 56-foot wide bridge span. 

He listed the variety of sunk costs for the Basic, Reinterpret and Contextual options, 

which vary from $45 to $60 million for this width. Mr. Allwarden explained that the 

options present a combination of size and style. The focus of the presentation at this 

meeting is size. High level style ideas were presented in April and summarized here, 

but the two will come together next. 

 

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS (slides 8-19) 

Mr. Allwarden noted the team has been working for a year and a half and has explored 

additional options throughout the project, not just since the April 25 MATF meeting. 

He noted that each design must accommodate emergency vehicles.  

 

Mr. Allwarden presented the following additional design options
2

 and described 

opportunities and challenges for each: 

                                                           
 
1 The presentation from the meeting is available on the Documents page of the project website, 
www.boston.gov/northern-ave.  
2 The presentation includes a chart with a breakdown for each size option that was presented. 

http://www.boston.gov/northern-ave
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• 12-foot wide bridge span (shared use path) 

o Opportunity for pedestrian and bicycle-only, however, too narrow to 

accommodate emergency vehicles and projected ped/bike volumes 

o No flexibility 

o Order of Magnitude costs presented: Basic = $40 million; Reinterpret = 

$57 million; Contextual = $73 million  

 

• 24-foot wide bridge span (sidewalk and bike lanes) 

o Allows more width for emergency vehicles and more flexibility than the 

12-foot wide option 

o Ped/Bike only experience suitable for projected volumes 

o Order of Magnitude costs presented: Basic = $46 million; Reinterpret = 

$68 million; Contextual = $83 million 

 

• 42-foot wide bridge span (sidewalks, bike lanes, vehicle lanes) 

o Flexibility for programming and vehicle lane if needed 

o Reduced experience for bikes/peds because it is potentially shared with 

vehicles 

o Too narrow to include programming AND vehicles simultaneously 

o Order of Magnitude costs presented: Basic = $56 million; Reinterpret = 

$86 million; Contextual = $100 million 

o Para Jayasinghe noted the pavilion is approximately an additional $30 

million for each option. 

o Mr. Allwarden noted again that these costs are based on a mid-range 

number, could be more or less depending on the final design. 

o The estimated cost of the approaches is common to all styles, but when 

the bridges are wider the cost will increase (depth remains the same). 

o Bud Ris asked if the approach costs include connecting to the 

Harborwalk? Mr. Allwarden said there is a basic connection to the bridge 

span, and that would include connecting to the Harborwalk; however, the 

cost of a ramp to the Coast Guard is probably not included. 

o Carol Chirico asked if there will be ramps from the Moakley Bridge to the 

Harborwalk. Mr. Allwarden said connecting to Northern Ave., The Barking 

Crab, etc., will be included in the approaches. 
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Mr. Allwarden summarized the opportunities and challenges for each of the three 

bridge width options [see slide 18 table]. Mr. Allwarden noted the 24-foot width 

checkmark is red for emergency vehicles because it is not an ideal width for emergency 

vehicles. Stacy Thompson asked what “ideal” means because a bridge without vehicles 

seems ideal for emergency vehicles. Mr. Allwarden said if the bridge was used for  

pedestrians to evacuate there would not be enough room for vehicles. Mr. Jayasinghe 

said the fire department/emergency services need enough room on the bridge to 

manage a situation on the pavilion, a minimum of 20 feet (current standards). Ms.  

Thompson said the pavilion that will cost $30 million is not included in the current 

plans. Mr. Jayasinghe said the City needs to plan for it.  

 

Sara McCammond said if there is a fire on the pavilion, wouldn’t there be a fire boat 

responding? Mr. Jayasinghe will confirm the requirements for fire and medical or other 

emergencies. Ms. Thompson said Moakley can still be walked over. Alice Brown asked 

how emergencies are handled in other shared-use 12-foot wide bridges (such as by the 

skate park) where there is no parallel roadway. Chief Osgood said the City needs to 

consider how to handle an emergency on the pavilion. If emergency vehicles need to be 

on the bridge, the City needs to know if there will be enough space for vehicles and for 

people to evacuate the pavilion or Seaport.  

 

Bud Ris asked if there are any studies about what might generate those kinds of 

emergencies. Trials at the federal Courthouse may generate a need for emergency 

vehicles, but if the City is going to spend the money there should be a rationale. If 

Moakley is maintained there might never be a need for flexibility. Richard Martini said a 

bridge can break down, there could be a terrorist attack, and there could be an 

unpredictable event. It is already difficult for emergency vehicles (three or so) in an 
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alleyway; there are common sense things to think about, and none of the sizes under 

discussion prohibit ped/bike only lanes.  

 

Susan Goldberg said Ms. Thompson is losing sight that this area is not like every 

neighborhood. The Courthouse presence poses the potential for emergency situations 

unlike other areas. High profile trials take place and the Courthouse is considered a 

primary target in New England. Marshals might have to close down Northern Ave. to 

get people out of the court house. An attack on the Courthouse might require 

numerous emergency vehicles.  

 

Ms. Thompson said if the pavilion is not there, the red check goes away, and there can 

be a bridge with two vehicle lanes in case they are needed for emergencies on a 

ped/bike only bridge (24-ft bridge with no vehicles).  

 

Chairman Dimino said another reason for the red checkmark would be to secure events 

or programming, which he has heard a lot of interest in, such as holding festivals on 

the pavilion. Emergency vehicles will need to have access if that is the case.  

 

Mr. Allwarden presented a summary of costs for each bridge width and style (slide 19, 

which follows). These are TOTAL costs.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mr. Allwarden said when a potential vehicle lane is present, the design includes a 

raised/physical separation for peds/bikes. A flat deck could be an option, but safety 

would need to be considered. Narrower width bridges would likely feature painted 

lanes, not barriers.  

 

Chairman Dimino asked Mr. Allwarden to confirm that Restore includes the full 64-foot 

span, and he confirmed it.  
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Richard Martini observed there’s about a 50% cost increase for each width expansion. 

The sunk costs are a large portion in each option, and he is pleased to see the sunk 

costs do not multiply for each option but are instead present as a small increase.  

 

Pat Sullivan asked for an example of a basic bridge option in the Boston area. Mr. 

Allwarden said the Moakley Bridge is basic without walls.  

 

There was a discussion of the approaches and height of the options. Mr. Allwarden 

said the options presented at the last meeting were raised to meet minimum clearance. 

The transition will be different depending on the width of the bridge, as a wider bridge 

requires a wider landing space. Mr. Allwarden explained the costs are not “full design” 

so there are no detailed drawings yet for each approach. However, these are mid-range 

costs and are conceptual estimates.  

 

Chairman Dimino noted that the seawall will be a higher elevation with the Harborwalk 

on top that will come to the end of the bridge structure. That relationship will need to 

be coordinated and will influence the width of the bridges and approaches. The 

abutters should review this as well. These discussions should also take place with 

abutters. Susanne Lavoie attended a meeting on the climate resiliency study, and the 

plan includes raising a wall in this area five feet higher. This needs to be considered 

when designing the bridge. This is a big concern for her constituents. Chairman 

Dimino said the wall also needs to be constructed in the channel/harbor, so the 

footprint of the new Harborwalk could be pushed outward.  

 

Mr. Ris asked Ms. Goldberg if the Courthouse’s current evacuation plan is inadequate 

with the closed bridge. Ms. Goldberg said the Marshals think the plan could be better 

(they had to be changed when the bridge was closed).  

 

Chairman Dimino asked Mr. Allwarden to elaborate on the 42-foot span. He said the 

12-feet can be used as programming space on weekends and closed to vehicles 

(offering the flexibility of vehicle use during the week and programming on weekends). 

The lane width would support transit operations. The Chairman noted the 

programming space would be useful for waterfront events such as Tall Ships.  

 

The 56-foot wide span also allows for flexibility. He confirmed the existing structure 

allows for a clear distance of a 64-foot space, excluding cantilevered sidewalks, but is 

80-feet from end to end. The existing sidewalks are not adequate for today’s 

standards.  

 

Ms. Brown said it would be helpful for the public to see other examples of 12-foot and 

24-foot bridges in the Boston area. Mr. Allwarden agreed and said local examples 

could certainly be presented. Ms. Thompson said she wouldn’t worry about striping 

with a 24-foot wide bridge, it slows down the cyclists. Ms. Brown said the bridge is not 

long, so it shouldn’t be designed for speeding bicycles.  

 

Mr. Ris said frugality should be a consideration and asked who is responsible for 

choosing a design, given the high costs. Chief Osgood said the City will obviously use 

the slide 19 summary of costs to make decision but hearing what the Task Force wants 

is helpful first, as all of the options will be a “reach.”  
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Mr. Ris asked about the “pavilion” term and the cost. Mr. Jayasinghe said there is a lot 

of interest in the pavilion and funding it, because that might be the main draw that 

brings people to the bridge.  

 

Greg Galer said there is a big jump from 24 to 42 feet: is there a small incremental 

growth that also provides emergency vehicles access that might save some money, like 

30-feet? Mr. Jayasinghe said emergency services are a serious matter to be 

accommodated from the start. The incremental increases in width are not linear in 

relation to cost. Mr. Galer suggested looking at interim widths that will serve the 

purpose.  

 

Chief Osgood said the design competition showed placemaking is of high interest. The 

narrower the bridge, the more limits there will be on placemaking, which will be 

confined to the pavilion. Ms. Brown said when you ask people to design something 

narrow it will get creative, but if it is more open to the Harborwalk there would be 

other options. Ms. Thompson said the bike/ped experience has risen to the surface 

through this process, where has placemaking risen? Chief Osgood responded that 

placemaking has been shared as an interest in the past. The question is should it be on 

the pavilion to allow for a narrower bike/ped bridge and not on the structure itself.  

 

Mr. Martini said it would be a missed opportunity if there isn’t a spot in the middle of 

the bridge for people to gather, which would be future connection to the pavilion 

gathering area below. It could be constructed in phases. He added that placemaking 

opportunities should be on the bridge, and a huge amount of money shouldn’t be 

spent for a placemaking-only space not on the bridge.  

 

There was a discussion about the placemaking function. Ms. Thompson sees the 

bridge as the placemaking and Mr. Ris agrees. Mr. Galer said many responded to the 

existing bridge in the design competition. The goal should be to figure out how to 

capture that essence while potentially saving some elements. Placemaking as people 

talk about it is the energy from experiencing the historical structure. None of the three 

design options capture that. He suggested it was difficult to get that feeling from the 

style options presented in April. Chief Osgood noted the options presented last time 

were to develop a “direction” and were not final designs. The next step will be to 

combine style and size in a creative approach the incorporates elements from the 

surrounding area, looks to the future, or remains historical in feel.  

 

Chairman Dimino said people shared an interest in programming with him and he 

would also like to see programming on the bridge.  

 

Vice Chair McCammond shared concerns her neighborhood has expressed: the appeal 

of the existing bridge is it attracted people as a place to hang out; there is an interest 

in design being inspirational and iconic (uniquely Boston) and residents are frustrated 

they have not seen that yet. She said the designs should be put in a better framework 

before the June 3 Community Meeting. It should be made clear the designs in this 

presentation are not what the community will ultimately see.  
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Mr. Ris said we should not forget that development in the area, such as Martin’s Park, 

etc., might mean there is less need for placemaking/programming on the bridge. Chief 

Osgood said he is hearing that the Task Force believes the bridge is placemaking in 

itself. Mr. Brown said the need for programming has changed in the last five years and 

it is nice to have public programming space on the Harborwalk.  

 

Vice Chair McCammond asked about the connection between the bridge and pavilion 

and if the cost for that connection is included in the cost estimates. Mr. Jayasinghe said 

it is premature to understand that level of detail yet. Some cost is included in both the 

bridge estimate and pavilion estimate.  

 

Ms. Thompson said she doesn’t see value in the 42-foot width. When presenting to the 

public the project team should consider if time for fundraising should be considered. 

Chief Osgood reminded everyone that the original model for the placemaking and 

other bridge elements was NYC’s High Line, which ranges from 30-50 feet wide. It’s 

clear that some of the feedback on placemaking has changed over time, with 

opportunities increasing along the Channel, in the Seaport and Wharf areas. He noted 

that there are opportunities for other sources of City funding that will be investigated, 

but at this moment, the City wants to know what the community wants.  

 

Chairman Dimino said he doesn’t want to see the 42-foot option go away based on 

feedback he’s gotten from people he represents and Mr. Martini said it is better to 

present it since the work has been done and it was asked for. Then the public can 

decide with all options.  

 

Mr. Galer said he’s received questions from people about why there is only one Restore 

option cost. He encouraged other options to be presented such as a “Hybrid” Restore 

option. Mr. Jayasinghe said that’s possible. Vice Chair McCammond asked if the 

Restore “Hybrid” option includes the full 64-foot width. Mr. Allwarden said the way the 

bridge is set up with the trusses would make it challenging to just do one barrel; in 

AECOM’s opinion, three barrels should be done if the bridge is restored. Mr. Galer said 

the Hybrid option would be a way for the load to be carried with new elements, and the 

trusses would be decorative rather than load-bearing. Michael Tyrrell said if it is 

possible to build a Hybrid Restore bridge with a 42-foot bridge, it might be possible to 

lessen the $150 million cost.  

 

Paul Farrell said he has suggested a Hybrid option before where the trusses are 

decorative. Chairman Dimino agreed it would be helpful to present these options.  

 

Steve Hollinger said this is leading us to another Moakley bridge and data doesn’t 

support the need for vehicles. He urged the Task Force to be aspirational in design. He 

asked the City to answer the question: why are you building this bridge?  

 

SCHEDULE AND NEXT STEPS (slide 20) 

Mr. Allwarden presented the updated schedule: 

• Community Meeting – June 3, 2019 

• June MATF Meeting – June 27, 2019 

• Design and Permitting – 18 months (December 2020) 

• Construction Contract Award – 2021 
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Patrick Sullivan asked about the agenda for the public meeting. Mr. Jayasinghe said 

there will be a short presentation at the beginning of the meeting, followed by an open 

house with stations for public to interact with project team. Mr. Sullivan said it would 

be important to provide specific examples for the public to see.  

 

Ms. Thompson said an example of a bridge with an HOV lane should also be 

presented. Nancy Farrell, Regina Villa Associates, said the project team is planning to 

have the public provide written comments at stations and speak with project team 

members directly.  

 

Vice Chair McCammond said she would like to see an opportunity for the public to ask 

questions and share comments, so perhaps there should be staff on hand to hear 

feedback and questions. Mr. Galer said the BPDA has been doing a lot of meetings like 

this, which is useful when there are a lot of public meetings, but with two public 

meetings the plan should allow people to give feedback. Ms. Farrell said she 

understands but she also has heard people say they do not want to sit through 45 

minutes of public comments.  

 

Mr. Martini said he is concerned about presenting what has been done since November 

in only 30 minutes and the stations should be clearly designed.  

 

Ms. Thompson said the team should consider handing different colored cards to 

attendees they can raise to provide feedback (red = dislike, green = like, etc.).  

 

Chairman Dimino said he agrees the presentation should not be rushed, but he also 

would like to see attendees in a workshop style setting where they can interact with the 

project team and delve into the issues. Ms. Thompson asked what feedback the City 

wants the public to give. Ms. Farrell said she would email the Task Force members 

about providing suggestions by close of business on May 29.   

 

Mr. Ris suggested that these questions need to be answered:  

 

• How wide does the bridge need to be for bike/ped experience and adequate 

space for emergency vehicles? 

• The bridge should be designed as a place we are proud of and that gets us to 

the other side of the harbor without the need for a full pavilion design 

 

 

PUBLIC COMMENTS 

Chairman Dimino asked the members of the public to provide comments. 

 

Kenn Sebesta, West End Place, said the project team is not looking at the cost of 

maintaining and removing the bridge; a full lifecycle cost should be considered as 

larger bridges are more expensive. The bridge could be sold as a park with ped/bike 

space? He thinks emergency response is a red herring. He wants to hear a response 

about what kind of event necessitates that level of emergency response.  

 

Tom Ready said it would be beneficial to get clarity on funding sources by June 3.  
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Mr. Tyrrell suggested looking at the Charlestown Bridge project and weave that into 

the discussion.  

 

Paul Farrell said he would like to say goodbye to the old bridge as it sounds like it will 

not survive after this meeting. He said this was a chance to have 1/3 of the bridge be a 

park, 1/3 be lanes, 1/3 be programming. He believes the City is missing an 

opportunity to build a world-class destination.  

 

Chairman Dimino thanked everyone for coming and adjourned the meeting. 

 

TASK FORCE MEMBERS 

Congressman Stephen Lynch (not present) 

Senator Nick Collins (not present) 

Councilor Michael Flaherty (not present) 

Councilor Ed Flynn (not present) 

 

Rick Dimino, Chair, A Better City 

Sara McCammond, Vice Chair, Fort Point Neighborhood Association 

 

Kathy Abbott, Boston Harbor Now (represented by Alice Brown) 

Dennis Callahan, MA Convention Center Authority (represented by Shannon 

McDermott) 

Carol Chirico, General Services Administration  

Handy Dorceus, Tufts University (not present) 

Gregory Galer, Boston Preservation Alliance  

Susan Goldberg, U.S. Court House  

Susanne Lavoie, Wharf District Council  

Richard Martini, The Fallon Company  

Bud Ris, Green Ribbon Commission  

Patrick Sullivan, Seaport TMA  

Stacy Thompson, LivableStreets 

 

City of Boston 

Chris Osgood, Chief of Streets 

Para Jayasinghe, City Engineer 

 

Tad Read, Boston Planning and Development Agency 

Joseph Fleury, Public Works Department 

 

AECOM Team 

Joe Allwarden, AECOM 

Etty Padmodipoetro, Urban Idea Lab 

Emily Christin, Regina Villa Associates 

Nancy Farrell, Regina Villa Associates 

 

OTHER ATTENDEES  
Chris Busch, Boston Planning and Development Agency 

Paul Farrell, Friends of the Northern Avenue Bridge 
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Theresa Hluchyj 

Steve Hollinger 

Tony Lechuga, LivableStreets 

Kelly McQuillan, U.S. Court House 

Deanna Moran, CLF 

Tom Ready, Fort Point Neighborhood Association 

Joe Rogers, Fort Point Neighborhood Association 

Kenn Sebesta, West End Place 

Michael Tyrrell, Friends of the Northern Avenue Bridge 

 

 

 


